Proposed Playground Improvements

Hemlock Downs Park

- Relocated Swings (2 Bay from Another Park) with New Inclusive Seat
- Engineered Fibar Wood Safety Surfacing
- Proposed Mini-net Spinner
- Proposed 2 Metre Wide Limestone Screenings Pathway
- Swale Adjusted
- Existing Coniferous Shrubs to Remain typ.

Open Lawn Area

- Existing Deciduous Trees to Remain typ.
- Open Lawn
- Restore Lawn
- Centre Line of Existing Swale

Proposed Benches (one with 3 arms)
- Proposed Play Equipment
- Proposed Concrete Curb and Accessible Curb at Play Surface
- Accessible Picnic Table on Concrete Sleepers
- Granular Parking Area
- Wooden Bollards, typ.

- Replace Wire Mesh (upper) on Back Stop
- New Players Benches (wood) with Granular Paving
- Improved Drainage on Outfield area
- Replace Wire Mesh (upper) on Back Stop
- New Players Benches (wood) with Granular Paving
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